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 An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a means of measuring and monitoring 

important signals from heart activity. One of the major biomedical signal 

issues such as ECG is the issue of separating the desired signal from noise or 

interference. Different kinds of digital filters are used to distinguish the 

signal components from the unwanted frequency range to the ECG signal. To 

address the question of noise to the ECG signal, in this paper the digital 

notch filter IIR 47 Hz is designed and simulated to demonstrate the 

elimination of 47 Hz noise to obtain an accurate ECG signal. The full 

architecture of the structure and coefficient of the IIR notch filter was carried 

out using the FDA Tool. Then the model is finished with the help of 

Simulink and the MATLAB script was to filter out the 47 Hz noise from the 

signal of ECG. For this purpose, the normalized least mean square (NLMS) 

algorithm was used. The results indicate that before being filtered and after 

being filtered it clearly shows the elimination of 47 Hz noise in the signal of 

the ECG. These results also show the accuracy of the design technique and 

provide an easy model to filter out noise in the ECG signal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The signals are interpreted in digital signal processing by mathematical functions such as sinusoidal 

functions or linear equations of differences. Electrocardiogram signal widely used has been to detect the 

human heartbeat and is useful for heart pathologies. One of the major biomedical signal issues such as an 

electromyogram (EMG) and an electrocardiogram (ECG) is denoising issues. Especially for ECG, the issue is 

the distinction between the desired signal and the noise or interference caused by the 49 to 51 Hz powerline 

interference, muscle artifacts, wandering, or electrode artifacts [1], [2]. Besides that, for an ECG signal of  

50 Hz, frequencies from 47 Hz to 53 Hz are more important. This may occur due to fluctuations in the 

hospital power supply from 47 Hz to 53 Hz. [3] For the ECG signal, these frequencies can be noise and the 

efficiency of ECG recording can be diminished because of it. Therefore nothing appears to be safer than 

using adaptive filters to resolve the lack of information in the ECG recording [4]. Meanwhile, various types 

of adaptive digital filters have been used to separate the unwanted-frequency signal element ranges and 

matched them for random processes [2], [5]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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MATLAB is the most useful software kit for engineering and application implementation 

environments. It is used for particular purposes in various fields of electronic programming related 

technology, a graphical illustration of science & engineering, precise numerical measurement, and 

development of algorithms [6]-[9]. This research purposes to design a notch filter to be able to eliminate 47 

Hz noise interference sources with the adaptive filter algorithm of normalized least mean square (NLMS) on 

the ECG system and simulate it using Simulink available in MATLAB.  

Notch filter must satisfy many criteria for a successful digital signal processor (DSP) scheme, i.e. it 

must respond to all input frequencies, it should be robust, more efficient for signal manipulation. The most 

significant aim for adaptive filter selection was its ability to modify the filter coefficients, and how to identify 

rules or algorithms that upgrade coefficients was the key designating element. The adaptive filters measure 

signal efficiency and also monitor the signal, improve the solution, and decide how to update the coefficients 

of filters. It suppresses signals in a certain frequency range within the bandstop filter (band-reject filter). It 

has two bands and a stopband in it. If the stopband is very narrow, it is called a notch filter. The transfer 

function of the notch is shown in (1). 

 

𝐻(𝑧) = (1 − 𝑎𝑧−1 + 𝑧−2)/(1 − 𝑎𝑟𝑧−1 + 𝑟2𝑧−2)   (1) 

 

Where a = 2cos ω, and r < |1|. The parameter r determines the pole distance from the unit circle and the 

normalized bandwidth, where r is reversely proportional to the reciprocal bandwidth of the notch filter. In 

addition to the ECG system, notch filters are used in various fields including estimation systems [10], [11]. 

Adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) is an alternate calculation methodology for noise or interference 

in a corrupted signal. The main purpose of noise cancellation is to assess the noise and reduce it from the 

combination of the original input signal and the noise signal so that a noise-free signal is obtained. In 

adaptive noise cancellation, additional noise is given to measure the damaged input signal. The reference 

input is adaptive filtering and subtraction from the main input signal to obtain an estimated signal. In this 

method, the desired signal (which is damaged by an additional noise) can be recovered using a certain 

algorithm. [12], [13] Various kinds of adaptive algorithms are used for noise canceling like least mean square 

(LMS), normalized LMS (NLMS), recursive least square (RLS), including interference cancellation 

algorithm of multi-stage partial parallel [14], [15]. The LMS algorithm provides good numerical stability and 

has few hardware requirements, however, the weakness of this algorithm is in terms of convergence. 

Meanwhile, one of the NLMS algorithms is the most widely used algorithms in technical fields. An updated 

version of the regular LMS algorithm is the NLMS algorithm. Using the following by way of the theorem, 

updating the coefficients of the adaptive filter with the NLMS algorithm [12], [16]: 

 

�̅�(𝑛 + 1) = �̅�(𝑛) + µ𝑒(𝑛)
𝑢(𝑛)

‖𝑢(𝑛)‖2 (2) 

 

That may have been written as, 

 

�̅�(𝑛 + 1) = �̅�(𝑛) + µ(𝑛)𝑒(𝑛)�̅�(𝑛) (3) 

 

where 

 

µ(𝑛) =  µ‖�̅�(𝑛)‖2 (4) 

 

In the earlier equivalence, the algorithm of NLMS is similar to the regular LMS algorithm, except 

that there is a time-varying NLMS algorithm step size of μ (n). The step size μ (n) determines the speed and 

stability of the adaptation. The adaptive filter's convergence speed can be enhanced by this phase scale. 

Compared to the algorithm for LMS, the algorithm of NLMS is a theoretically faster converging algorithm, 

which can come at a higher residual error price. The key downside of the pure LMS algorithm is that it is 

vulnerable to its Input xx scaling (n). This makes it very difficult to select a μ learning rate that maintains 

algorithm consistency. The NLMS is a modified of the LMS algorithm that fixes this tricky by normalizing 

the input power [12, 17]. Flowchart of adaptive filtering algorithm as shown in Figure 1.  

Heart rate frequency is very relevant data for health status. In certain medical or sports uses, such as 

stress checks or life care condition estimation, the frequency calculation is used. Calculating it from the 

signal of ECG is one of the potential methods of accessing heart rate frequency. The electrocardiogram 

(ECG) represents the human heart's electrical function. The ECG consists of five waves - P, Q, R, S, and T. 

This signal could be assessed by the usual presence of electrodes in the human body. With amplifiers and 

analog-digital converters, signals from these electrodes are carried into basic electrical circuits. Many 
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methods and algorithms can detect the heart rate frequency from the ECG signal. Many heart rate detection 

algorithms are based on the detection of QRS complexes, and heart rate is measured as the interval between 

complexes of QRS. For example, the complexity of QRS can be defined using artificial neural network 

algorithms, genetic algorithms, wavelet transforms, or filterbanks [18] The results of the ECG screening 

provide the possibility of analyzing heart disease. ECG signal as shown in Figure 2.  
 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Flowchart of adaptive filtering algorithm 

 

Figure 2. ECG signal [2] 
 

 

In the work of [19], a digital FIR filter is developed and applied with various windowing techniques 

such as Hamming, Kaiser, and Chebyshev to eliminate 50 Hz power line noise in the signal of ECG. The 

assessment in the MATLAB setting was completed. Comparing the waveforms of the initial and filtered ECG 

signals, for all FIR filters, the results obtained are compared with. The one who uses the Chebyshev window 

is the filter that provides the best results. Detection, estimation, and filtering of the desired signal against 

noise are some of the most common methods. The time-domain analysis also requires a comparison of two 

distinct signals in which a stochastic signal is usually more advantageously analyzed in the time domain. 

Through certain implementations of signal processing, there is the breakdown of the original signal into the 

fundamental signal. The notch adaptive filter can extract the noise from the target signal. Another way to 

reduce noise can also be done with another filter called the Kalman filter [20]. Mane and Agashe [21], the 

proposed notch adaptive filter is connected in parallel to extract the major frequency of the noise-

contaminated signal. Each filter is capable of decomposing the 'n' sinusoids which are harmoniously related 

to their constituent components. 

Verma and Singh [22] proposed a high-performance tuneable adaptive notch filter algorithm for 

estimating the accuracy of ECG signals. Using the proposed notch adaptive filter with FIR tunable notch 

frequencies, an interference of electrical wire and the noise of muscle contraction is greatly suppressed. The 

conservation of selectivity and attenuation at notch frequencies is an essential feature of the suggested filter 

scheme. The filters are optimized and their coefficients are calculated such that noise in the signal of ECG is 

minimized within the specified frequency range. The proposed algorithm estimates the frequency of the 

unwanted signal and updates the filter consistent with the filter coefficient for optimal performance. 

Designing an ECG machine using ATmega microcontroller technology has been carried out in a study [23] 

where the error rate is still below the maximum allowable threshold.  

Computer simulations based on digital equivalents are a feasible and real answer for the acquisition 

and extraction of human bio-signals which are very sensitive to interference. But these digital filters are 

mostly verified on stored databases so there is a need to improve the acquired system in real-time.  

Research [24] deals with the design and simulation of IIR notch filters for implementation on real-time, non-

invasive acquired carotid pulse waves with Simulink and the FDA Tool. To analyze an ECG signal with 

different frequency components, a wavelet-decomposition-filter reconstruction (WDFR) algorithm is 

employed in [25]. The algorithm was applied for eliminating noise and artifact components in ECG signals. 

The NLMS algorithm has been simulated in [20] that NLMS has advantages in terms of mean square error 

(MSE) compared to the LMS and RLS algorithms [26]. For simulation purposes, additive white Gaussian 

noise is added to the information signal generated randomly and efficiently reduces noise with minimum or 

no errors, and the NLMS algorithm is used to reach the desired result as is done in [27] and [12]. Also, the 

noise cancellation efficiency of the NLMS was consistently higher compared to the ECG signal ANC LMS 

algorithm. [3] NLMS was also used in research [28] as a continuation of the adaptive line enhancer (ALE) 
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filters for the adaptive noise cancellation scheme. To avoid manual calculation of PQRST peak amplitude 

values, the software designed in [29] has been able to represent the PQRST and cardiogram peak amplitude 

values for each cycle on each electrocardiogram lead. The results of the continuous signal electrocardiogram 

(ECG) examination were sampled at a certain frequency to obtain discrete data which is the amplitude as a 

function of integer (N). Adaptive filter estimation of an ANC can be done using MATLAB and/or Simulink. 

For this reason, the MATLAB software was used in the study of [30] to efficiently detect any abnormalities 

existing in the ECG signal. The detection of such abnormalities refers to the P, Q, R, and S peaks of the  

ECG signal.  

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

The simulation parameters of this study, both for the notch filter design and for the simulink block, 

are listed in Table 1. The algorithm that we use is shown in Figure 3. While the notch simulation 

configuration are shown in Figure 4. The simulation is also complemented by using the MATLAB script with 

32 filter taps. 
 

 

Table 1. The simulation parameters 
Filter Design  (FDA Tool) Simulink  

Filter designed: 
Frequency: 

Type: 
Structure: 

Order: 

BW3dB:  
Apass: 

Sampling frequency: 

Notch 
47 Hz 

IIR 
Direct form II 

Second order 

80 Hz 
1 dB 

360 Hz  

 

Sine wave:  
amplitude:  

frequency:   
phase offset: 

sample mode: 

sample per frame:  
Noise source:    

type: 

mean: 
variance: 

the initial seed: 

sample mode: 
SNLMS filter: 

algorithm: 

filter length: 
Sample time: 

Solver simulation: 

 
Duration:   

 
1 volt 

50 Hz 
0 rad 

discrete 

1 
 

Gaussian (Ziggurat) 

0 
1 

[23341] 

discrete 
 

Normalized LMS 

32 
1/360 s 

fixed-step with discrete 

(no continuous states)  
600 seconds  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. NLMS algorithm flowchart [3] 
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Figure 4. The simulink block 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1.  Filter design result 

According to filter analysis, there are several other parameters such as a pole, zero, a (the value of 

2cos w), r (i.e. a constant slightly less than 1, such that the poles are located in the realm of equilibrium), and 

the sampling frequency which affects the performance of the notch filter. The notch filter is displayed in 

Figure 5 designed for a bandwidth of 80 Hz to guarantee the Nyquist theorem at the sampling frequency and 

notch frequency taken in this study. 

In measuring filter performance, filter stability is very important. The filter poles must remain in the 

loop to ensure the filter output stability. All the poles in this notch filter design are in the unit circle. This 

shows that the planned notch filter is stable. Also, the poles in Figure 6 relate to the resulting notch 

bandwidth. This is closely related to the narrow beam of Figure 5. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Notch designed (47 Hz) 
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Figure 6. A plot of 47 Hz notch pole-zero 

 

 

3.2. Simulink result 

Figure 7 displays the output spectrum of the notch filter. The left-right cursors are the bandwidth 

range taken in this study, which is 80 Hz. The level of the two points towards the lowest level of the 

spectrum shows that the 47 Hz notch filter can reduce the noise level average by 50.51 dB. Filter taps as 

shown Figure 8. The taps filter is closely related to the notch filter impulse response which is designed where 

the magnitude decays towards zero. This ensures that the designed notch IIR filter is a stable system. The 

spectrum of 'result' as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The spectrum of the noise filter 
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Figure 8. Filter taps 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The spectrum of 'result' 
 

 

The results of the "Error Signal" in the scope "Result" for some of the µ values get the optimum 

value of 0.01. Like the simulink block in this study, one of the output ports of the NLMS filter is called 

"Error" and the signal is e(n) which is called "Error Signal." This signal is an imitation of the 50 Hz input 

signal. With the NLMS algorithm used, it can be told that the imitation signal simulation is almost similar to 
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the pure signal after the 47 Hz noise is removed. This indicates a successful adaptation process in the 

adaptive filtering system. 

 

3.3. MATLAB result 

The mixed-signal in Figure 10 is a combination of a clean ECG signal and 47 Hz noise. Meanwhile, 

the output signal from the filtering "Notch NLMS filter output" is shown in the fourth plot. It can be 

appreciated that the output shape of the filter with the algorithm of NLMS is like the original ECG signal. 

This means that the system adaptation process after removing 47 Hz noise from a 50 Hz ECG signal with this 

algorithm is almost perfect. This MATLAB simulation data includes Fs=360 Hz; μ=0.01; Filter tap=16. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. ECG noise filtering 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

Using the Simulink setting, the algorithm was developed and implemented using the normalized 

least mean square (NLMS) adaptive filter. To eliminate 47 Hz noise from the signal of ECG, notch adaptive 

filtering is chosen. The code is written for the input signal, which is expected to be a 50 Hz ECG signal and a 

second noise signal of 47 Hz. To find the preferred performance, the effects of step size on convergence rate 

and stability for the NLMS adaptive filter were analyzed. The results showed that the filter designed was able 

to adapt to changes in frequency and response accordingly. 
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